
Why do scientists classify organisms?
Answer:

all of these

Explanation:

Domain Classifying Organisms Kingdom phylum Class Order Family Genus Species Why Do Scientists Classify Organisms? Scientists classify organisms to
make them easier to study. Taxonomy is very useful to scientists because once an organisms classified they can already learn a lot about it.
Which best explains why some plantation owners punished enslaved persons?
What is the first step of the STOP procedure for acute sports injuries
What are 2 different ways you can improve your endurance, muscular strength, flexibility, and body composition before your next physical fitness test?
What is special about the Earth that gives us the four Seasons
What did the Manroe doctrin state?
Enos took out a 25-year loan for $135,000 at an APR of 6.0%, compounded monthly, and he is making monthly payments of $869.81. What will his balance be
with 16 years left on the loan? A.$107,193.28
B.$72,449.19
C.$131,763.43
D.$133,211.26
The spectator ions in the reaction between aqueous chloric acid and aqueous barium hydroxide are
Which statement is correct concerning the energetic coupling of reactions shown in figure 8.9?
In what type of government are one party systems prevalent
Know the parts of an animal cell and rheir function?
After fire a abandoned farm in New England succession usually begins with the growth of ecological
Read this excerpt from Andrew Jackson's message about the Indian Removal Act: It will separate the Indians from immediate contact with settlements of whites;
free them from the power of the States; enable them to pursue happiness in their own way and under their own rude institutions.
Which word or phrase most clearly shows Jackson's bias about American Indians?

A. "immediate contact"
B. "rude institutions"
C. "pursue happiness"
D. "settlements of whites"



Jacinta is working on a jigsaw puzzle that has 403 pieces. She has completed 1/4 of the puzzle. About how many pieces has she placed in the puzzle
Which of the following functions are solutions of the differential equation y+4y+4y=0? A. y(x) =e^-2x B. y(x) = e^+22 C. y(x) = xe^-2x D. y(x) = -2x E. y(x) =
0 F. g(x) = x^2e^-2x
Calculate the density (in g/mL) of a liquid that has a mass of 0.115g and a volume of 0.000265 L
Select the command form that correctly completes this conversation. Lupe: ¿Quieres ir al cine? Alex: Sí, pero primero, _______ tu tarea.
If a baby weighed 8 pounds at birth, about how much would you expect the baby to weigh when he or she is 1 year old?
A(n) __________ status is a social position a person assumes voluntarily as a result of personal choice, merit, or direct effort.
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